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ABSTRACT
Daily composite Sorthern Hemisphere charta of outgoing long-wave radiation were derived from TIROS
I1
measurements for about 25 days in late November and December 1960. Although data coverage was incomplete and
variable each day, both latitudinal and overall daily averages
of long-wave radiation were obtained. Large-scale
temporal variations in the long-wave radiation are observed and are found to be generally related to temporal variations in kinetic and available potential energy over the Northern Hemisphere. Examination
of the radiation latitudinally for various stagesof an energy cycle that occurredat this time
shows that theoutgoing radiation, particularly
a t lower latitudes, decreased as westerlyflow increased a t lower latitudes. An average latitudinal profileof the TIROS
long-wave data for all days studied shows rather
good agreement with previous estimates made by investigators
of the
atmospheric heat budget.

been deOne of the primary purposes
of the radiation experiments from any givenchannel4measurementhave
on meteorological satellites is to observe for the first time rived by Wark et al. [3] and their procedures were applied
on a global basis the heat budget of the earth-atmosphere to the data we have used in our investigation.
Broad-scale study of the overalllong-waveradiation
system. Two of the fivechannels
of the TIROS I1
derivedfrom the channel 4 measurements has
been atradiometer [I] weredesigned toprovidemeasurements
tempted through use of daily composite radiation charts
which could be used for this purpose. These are channel
for which
3, which was designed to measure reflected solar radiation for theNorthernHemisphere.Thesecharts,
thedata in overlappingportions of theorbital passes
80 that albedo and net incoming solar radiation could be
derived, andchannel4,which
was designed to measure during a given day were simply averaged together, were
prepared for about 25 days in late November and in Dethe totaloutgoinglong-waveradiationtospace.Undays whenusableinfrared
fortunately, the channel 3 data from TIROS I1 are of cember 1960 (onlyforthose
a t least three orbital passes).
questionable use because of difficulties in calibration. On data wereavailablefrom
A sample of one of these daily composite radiation charts
the other hand, preliminary evaluations seem to indicate
is shown in figure 1, where the radiation data are superthat the channel 4 data, at least during certain observational modes on each orbibal pass[2], are generally reliable. imposed on the 500-mb. contours for the beginning of the
The channel 4 radiometer measures intensity of radia- day. The radiattion data are not for one synoptic
t'ime,
but generally cover a substantial portion
of the %-hour
tion in the range of 7-33 microns a t a given zenith angle,
which varies over each scan and each orbital pass, and the, period. Atany givenlatitude (except north of about
40' N.) the measurements are taken a t either one or two
spectral sensitivity of its filter is not flat. These characteristics offer limitations which must be overcome to specific local times during the day. Data on these charts
basic maximumnumber of orbital
derive thetotaloutgoingradiative
flux. Methods of arelimitedbythe
adjusting these data so that radiative flux can be obtained passes that' canbe interrogatedbyth.? twoacquisition
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\
FIGURE
1.-Composite

chart of overallinfraredradiationfora
24-hour period derived from channel 4 data through use of procedure given by Wark et al. [3]. At grid points with overlappirlg
observations fromtwo ormoreorbitalpassesaveragcs
of all
available datafortheday
wercobtained.
H and I, refer to
maxima and minima of long-wave radiation, respectively. Superimposed500-mb. contours(dottedlines)areforthebeginning
of the day (0000 GMT). Radiation data north
of about 55' X.
arenonexistentbecause
of TIROS orbit.Substantialgapsin
the data also existoveralllatitudessouth
of 55" N.
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F I G I T R2.-Time
E
v a r i a t i o ~ ~ofs average long-waveradiation from
TIROS I1 ovcr all latitudes (20"-55" X.) for each day (lower),
and of kinetic elrcrgy(middle) andavailablepotential
energy
(upper)forthelayer
850-500 mb. for theentire
Northern
Hemisphere(approximately 20"-90' X.).

r:tdiometer were available for grid points near such intersections. Thus, from the more numerous portions of the
stations, the variation in the number
of passesinterrogated data, dailyaverage values a t eachlat'itude circle belatitudinal
because ol technicalproblems,and
the inability of the tween 20' and 55' S. were obtained.The
to take care of
TIROS I1 satellite to take observations north of about averages were not adjusted in any way
missing lorlgitudirdintersectionswithinthe
latitude
55' N.
circle, but were simple averages of all data available each
Since theseinfrareddatafromchannel
4 arehighly
correlated with the values in the "window" region (chan- day. In addition, one overall average value of radiation
nel 2), most of the variations in thefield of radiation data for till latitudes was obtained each day.
The variation of this overall average value with time is
in figure 1 are related to the distributions of cloudiness:
low values where there are middleor high clouds and high shown in the lower part of figure 2. I n view of the many
values where thereare low, scattered or no clouds (cf. vtiriations in the areas of dat'tl coverage from one day to
[4],[ 5 ] ) . It can be seen that this radiation pattern shows the next, it is unwise to dwell on the day-to-day changes
a general relat'ionship to the flow pattern, but the relr- in the r:xtliation, butthe large-scale differences in t,he
overalllevel of the infrared radiation between the four
tionshipbetween the ridge and trough systems and the
high and low values of radiat,iorl is by no means a simple days in late Sovenlber arid most of the December period
(Unfortunately,
insufficient data
one. Much detailed synoptic study can be made of t'hese seem noteworthy.
patt,erns relative to the flow and the cloudiness, but this were avttilable lor preparation of composite maps for the
period November 30 through December 9.) Certainly the
will not be attemptedhere.The
main
purpose
for
showing this chart is to exemplify the t'ype of data cov- changes in t'he rndiation, from relatively high values at
erage which was used to derive thebroad-scale summations the end of Yovernber to c~orlsiderablylower values in the
of the radiation data which will be shown in the following middle of December and then apparent'ly to even slightly
figures. From each of these daily maps, radiation values low-er values in the lttst, 10 days of the month, appeartobe
of temporalvariations in
were tabulated for each 5' latitude-longitudeintersection quite significant.Jnspection
energy
par:uneters
that
were
computed
for the Korthern
where data were availttble.Furthermore,
some of the
Hemisphcre
(northward
of
20'
N.
and
for
the layer 850
analyzed data in figure 1 and in other composite charts
to
500
nib.)
(el.
[GI)
show
that
the
kinetic
energy
and the
were not used because only a relatively small number(less
available
potential
energy
(sho~vn
in
fig.
2
)
were
going
than 10) of the original digital data from the channel 4
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through somemarkedvariations
tit thistimetoo. 35 In
particular, the available potentid energy haddropped
from rather large values at the end of Sovelnber to considsrably lower values in December wit,h sollle sign of :L
rise toward the end 01 that' month. On the other h t m d ,
kinetic energy was a t :x rather low rwlue in late Sovetnber
and hadrisen to sorrlewllat highervalues
throughthe
monthof December. This represents n large-scale energy
cycle during which a large supply of available potential
euergy (strongthermalgradientsoverthehemisphere)
built up in lateNovember and then decreased rapidly
in the first part of Dec,ember with :IJ~ nccon~pnnying
increase in thekineticenergy.Thehitter
increase is
attributable t'o R trunsformwtion of a portion of the
available potential
energy
into
kinetic
energy. .It is
interesting to note then t,hat the vxri:~tio~ls
in t h e infrared
radiation during this period :It least bear
gross relutionship to these v:tri:Ltions in tlte 1;Irge-sc;lle energy p:lranleters for the Northern Hc~nispherc.~
TO ex:unine thisrelationshipfurtherthedata
were
averaged for three periods and examined more closely
relative to
their
latit'udinal
distributions.
These
tire
shown in the lower part of figure 3 , where the four November days are seen to have greater outgoing radiation
at all latitudes than the other two periods in December.
As could be anticipated from the variations in figure 2,
the radiation for all latitudes reached its lowest value by
the last part of December, but the largest ovx"dl drop
occurred at the lower latitudes. I t is interesting to cornpare these latitudinal profiles of t'he radiation with latitudinal profiles of zonalkineticenergy(essentially
the
square of the mean zonal wind in each latitude) €or t)he
same periods, asshownin
theupperpart
of figure 3.
Note that in the initial period thewesterlies were strongest
between 40' and 45' N. and generally weaker in the lower
latitudes. As the energy cycle progressed, the xonnl
kinetic energy (or the zonal westerlies) increased a t all
latitudes sout'h of 40' N. Toward the end oi December
some further increase in the westerlies took plwc south
of about 32' N., butthere was somedecrease tothe
north. Thus, in the large-scalehemispheric flow, there
was an increase of westerlies in thesubtropicsand
in
lower port'ions of temperate latitudes betfwcen the end of
November and
approxitnately
thc
last
20 days OF
December.
These strongerwesterlies at low-er latitudes were accompanied by increased cyclonic activity and more tniddle
and high cloudiness relative to the precedingregime of
weak westerlies when strong subtropical antic>-cloneswere
dominant at these
lat'itudes.
Increased
cloudiness
at
middle and high levels would, of course, tcnd to decrease
the net outgoing long-wave radiation as observed by the
1 The relationship of radiational heating to these energy ~ , a r m l c t c r is
s \,est expressctl
physically through considerations of the generation of availal)le potential cnrrgy (cf.
(71, [SI), but the lack of satellite ~ ~ ~ e i t s u r e m eof
n t slong-nave radiation north of 5 5 O N.
and of solar radiation hampcrs the calculation of energy generation rrolll those data.
Nevertheless, some eflorts at estimating energy generation for this yenod arc prcscntlg
being made by our collcague, brr. A . F. Kruegcr, but results thus I:,r m e too tentative
to be discussed here.
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FIGCRE
3."TAatitudinalvariation of long-waveradiation (lower)
and of zonal kinetic energy (upper) for three time periods during
Sovemher-Decernbcr 1960.

sat,ellite.Anotherfactorcont,ribut'ing
to this decreased
long-wave radiation in December, evenat middle latitudes
wllc~c the westerliesdecreased,wouldbe
the large-scale
decrease in temperat'ures in the troposphere as the available potentialenergy decreased andthe westerlies expanded
southward.
Indeed,
cursory
examination of
temperature falls from late November to December 1960
(which were generally markedly in excess of normal decreases)showcd t,hat much of the decrease in outgoing
radiation north of about 35" IT. could be att'ributed to the
basiclowering of temperat'ures without any dlanges
in
nliddle cloudiness.
or high
At lower latitudes, however,
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c:ompan_ving the pronouncedenergy cycle, may actually
he lower thanthe“nontml”radiationforthis
time of
year. On the other hand, all previous studies are based
on estimates of the distribution of meteorological paramcters
such
as temperature,
humidity,
and
clouds to
obtain a broad-scale computation of the outgoing radiation. As man; more satellite radiation data accumulate,
thetrue outgoinglong-wave radiation t o space should
become known with much nlore precision than any estimates could possibly achieve. For the present, however,
figure 4 providest’hevery
interestinginformation that
TIROS 11 has
made
radiation
measurements
which
agree well with some of the best previous estimates based
on theory and rlupiricism.
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